
Product description:

 

Product name Bed Truck Bike Rack for Pick up Bike Transport Trucks
Model Number. PV-0082-01
Material Carbon steel
Capacity 4 bicycles
Application Outdoor bicycle parking
Packaging Details PE foamCarbon boxPallet
N.W/G.W 11.2 kg/13
Dimension 89*76*69.3cm or customized
Colour Black, Siver
Surface treatment Powder coating & Polish

 

Detailed features:

 

Bed truck bike racks are designed to transport bicycles in the bed of a pickup truck. Here are some
common features of bed truck bike racks:

Secure Mounting: Bed truck bike racks typically have a secure mounting system to keep the1.
bikes stable during transportation. This may include adjustable clamps or straps to fasten the bikes
securely.

Compatibility: They are designed to fit various truck bed sizes and can be adjustable to2.
accommodate different bike sizes and styles.

Capacity: Bed truck bike racks can vary in the number of bikes they can carry. Common options3.
include racks that can carry two to four bikes, depending on the model.

Easy Installation: Many bed truck bike racks are designed for easy installation and removal. This4.
allows users to quickly set up the rack when needed and remove it when not in use.

Protection: Some racks come with features to protect the bikes and the truck bed. This may5.
include padded contact points to prevent scratches on the bikes and the truck.

Versatility: Some models may have additional features such as the ability to carry other gear or6.
equipment alongside the bikes.

Adjustability: The racks often have adjustable features to accommodate different bike sizes and7.
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frame styles. This adaptability ensures a secure fit for various types of bicycles.

Durability: Bed truck bike racks are usually constructed from durable materials such as steel or8.
aluminum to withstand the rigors of transportation and exposure to the elements.

Locking Mechanism: Some models come with built-in locks or provide compatibility with cable9.
locks to secure the bikes to the rack and help prevent theft.

Compact Storage: Many bed truck bike racks are designed to be compact and foldable for10.
convenient storage when not in use.

 

After sales service

 

 

Quality
assurance

* ISO approval
* 1 year warranty
* Rust resistant: 3-5 years for powder coated products and 10-15 years for galvanized
products.
* Fixed orders for North America, Europe and Australia market.

 


